
Natural Sales 
Transformation

Available in a blended learning programme to 
upskill your sales or telesales team to a new level of 
high performance
or in a ‘flipped’ learning programme to enable your  
field sales or remote sales teams whilst their out on the 
road.

Grow Create

DevelopWin
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There is sales training, and there is sales transformation.  The 
Natural Promise is to transform your sales people, little and often, 
over the course of 12 months, by creating the right energy, 
strategy, environment, tools and skills to succeed.

Transformation is possible via a rigorous programme designed to 
encourage the types of behaviors to set you up for today’s 
challenging market conditions.  Our Natural ShortBurst
Methodology suits the psychology of sales people perfectly – small 
amounts of theory with lots of practical application, and a 
chance to prove themselves against their peers.

Natural Sales Transformation is a blended
learning programme, ideally over 12 months,
designed to establish a culture of high
performance built around 4 cornerstones of
selling success:

1. CREATE: High performers in sales create
their own success. We look into the
psychology of high performance and
establish a superior selling mindset and
pro-active behaviours to create a hot-
bed of new opportunity.

2. DEVELOP: A high performance culture
thrives on the ability to develop rich,
reliable sales opportunity, built on value,
trust and real world business benefits.

3. WIN: We formulate win strategies that
help drive customers to say ‘yes’, with
less friction, a shorter sales cycles and
higher margin.

4. GROW: How to build ongoing networks,
relationships and customer base to drive
strong commercial partnerships and
increased revenue.

Look around your sales team.  You have 20% of 
the team doing EXACTLY the right type of 
behaviours to exceed targets.  The rest need to 
be empowered with the right tools, the attitude to 
succeed, and the skills to execute.  

Transforming your sales team from good to great, 
regardless of their level, is the most important part 
of your business.  Keep selling strongly, and you 
can fund the rest of your business growth.

1. Identify your sales group for the programme.  The ideal group size is 12 over 12 
months, however we can flex according to your needs.

2. Book a phone call with your Natural Training Account Manager on +44 207 264 
1150 to tell Natural about your unique situation so that we can tailor the 
programme to your natural personalities and company DNA.

3. Complete a booking form and send it to Natural.  The programme costs £49,900 
for 12 months, and requires around 12 days investment of time from salespeople, 
and 6 from Managers. 

4. We must have the buy-in from your Senior Leadership Team, right up to CEO.  In 
the design phase we will be unpacking your selling strategy and need access to 
the right level of Executive authority to do so.  

“Natural continue to 
provide best value to 
our whole 
organisation through 
fresh, world class 
blended learning 
with tangible results. 
One recent 
programme paid 
itself off in 3 weeks.”
Anthony Cole-
Johnson, Head of 
Sales Productivity, 
SkyBSB

Natural Sales Transformation programme Overview

Why is it important?What is the programme? How do we change behaviours?

When can I start my team on the journey?
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Blended Learning Pathway for Sales / Telesales / Inside Sales 
Each Quarter at a Glance  
(repeated 4 times over 12 months)

The Natural Sales Transformation learning journey is over a 12 month period, focusing on one of the 4 core sales phases per quarter: 
Create,  Develop, Win, and  Grow

All learning assets are created, approved, translated and scheduled prior to launch for smooth implementation
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Natural Sales Transformation: learning streams explained

This is a 12 month transformation programme with 10 days of face to face training embedded into a high impact virtual learning schedule –
with a highly practical revenue-generating focus and real client case work submissions. There is a strong focus on generating real revenue
and results, developing a culture of high performance.

F I R S T  Q U A R T E R  - 2  F U L L  D A Y S  &
1  H A L F  D A Y  - S T R E A M  1

C R E A T I N G  S A L E S  S U C C E S S

We begin the sales transformation by re-energising, refocusing and re-strategizing 
the early stages of selling in your organisation.  Your first quarter transformation 
includes:

• Mindset, focus and strategy - one-day workshop: We know that every sales
problem starts off with a thinking problem, so it’s important that we ‘sharpen the
saw’ and get our minds focused on what success looks like. This isn’t easy – we
have to break some old habits, and implement some new strategies. By the end
of the first day your people will have a plan that is simple enough to fit on one
side of A4, and yet important enough to be their blueprint for success. Sustained
learning includes accountability to plan, a conference call, a webinar, and a
Manager coaching session.

• Time and Goals – half day workshop: After 30 days, your sales team may start to
‘drift’ off plan, moving back to non-sales producing activities. This 4 hour
workshop will reinvigorate plans and goals, with a strong emphasis on time
management including building daily, weekly and monthly success plans.
Before the next workshop, we again implement sustainability measures to ensure
that behaviours are being changed, and we report back to Management on
any areas of concern.

• Today’s Prospecting Techniques - one-day workshop: Your sales people are all
prospecting, to some degree, but that doesn’t mean it’s effective, or utilising the
latest technology and tools to do so. In this workshop we unpack the 6 Natural
Prospecting Tools, giving your team the edge with the templates, ideas and
strategies to build networks, make powerful connections with the right decision
makers and go to market often with high impact. At Natural, we sell while we
train, so you will get an immediate ROI from this day of training including new
decision makers reached, meetings booked and proposals generated.
Included is phone prospecting, social media prospecting, first approaches such
as introductions that sell, and a variety of other tools to build smart prospecting
muscle back into the team

S E C O N D  Q U A R T E R  - 1  F U L L  D A Y  &
2  H A L F  D A Y S  - S T R E A M  2

D E V E L O P I N G  R I C H  P I P E L I N E

After the first 3 months of getting the strategy right and prospecting successfully, 
your team now moves on to the heart of successful selling – building profitable 
networks, consulting to uncover known and unknown need, and offering insight to 
disrupt customer buying patterns:

• Disrupting with Natural Insight - half day workshop: We show your team how
adding insight, disrupting and challenging customers is the key to successful
selling. We give your team our Natural Insight model, which gives them a simple
formula for creating and articulating insight, frontloading it into the start of
conversations to dislodge customers from their comfort zone, increase
engagement and unlock opportunity.

• Natural Consultation Skills – one day workshop: We introduce your team to our
proven model for highly professional consulting that gets results. The aim is to
find out challenges that are known, and also unknown, which can often be
leveraged following the use of strategic insight. There is a focus on conducting
professional meetings, with proper simulation and casework for the team to
show how to uncover client needs. Lots of practical application ensures that
questions work, listening is utilised, interpretation and comprehension enhanced,
and most of all that the customer feels you are a trusted advisor, not someone
merely there to sell something.

• Influencing your Networks - half day workshop: It’s important to spend more
time with the customers who are going to make our target. Yet we often drift
back to the customers who shout loudest, or have more time to engage with us
(often the lower-ranking roles!). In this workshop, your team will learn how to
segment customers, engage with them and spend more time adding value to
the networks that matter. Included are customer profiling techniques, methods
of engagement, opportunity management and proven templates and tools to
fast track your teams into the right networks with the right impact.
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Natural Sales Transformation: delegate streams explained

This is a 12 month transformation programme with 10 days of face to face training embedded into a high impact virtual learning schedule –
with a highly practical revenue-generating focus and real client case work submissions. There is a strong focus on generating real revenue
and results, developing a culture of high performance.

T H I R D  Q U A R T E R  - 3  F U L L  D A Y S  &
1  H A L F  D A Y  - S T R E A M  3

W I N  M O R E  B U S I N E S S ,  M O R E  O F T E N

We continue your team’s sales transformation as we move towards the ‘business 
end’ of the sales process – the part sales people regard as both the joy, and 
frustration of selling.  Your third quarter transformation includes: :

• Winning Proposal Writing - one-day workshop: Sales proposals, emails and other
written communication are explored in this workshop. Sales written
communication is one of the key reasons customers say ‘no’, and we address
this by unpacking what excellent proposals look like, and how they motivate
with value and creative thinking. Your people will understand the key
components of professional writing, and how adding a few simple ideas can
completely change the focus of communication to a winning position. This
highly practical day involves everyone creating the perfect few email templates
and proposals, with help from your expert Natural coach.

• Winning Meetings, Presentations & Pitches – two day workshop: Pitching is
explored in every way – from 30 second elevator pitches to collaborative sales
meetings to formal presentations. We show your team how to create high a
impact environment with clear communication that sells, and practice the
techniques on the day until they become second nature. Included is our award
winning FocalPoint process, which will enable your team to create high value,
customer-centric messaging that sells. We end the day with a formal pitch to
your Management team showing them the new knowledge and skills that your
team has adopted.

• Getting to ‘Yes’ – half-day workshop: Post-proposal is where many sales are won
or lost, so we need to equip your team with the right skills to navigate this part of
the sales process. We begin by designing a client value chain, and show some
low-effort, high-reward ways to keep the momentum, interest and collaboration
in the sale. Objection handling and closing techniques round off a very valuable
half day workshop.

S E C O N D  Q U A R T E R  - 1  F U L L  D A Y  &
2  H A L F  D A Y S  - S T R E A M  4

G R O W  P R O F I T A B L E  R E L A T I O N S H I P S

In the final quarter we look at how to negotiate successfully and profitably with 
customers, ensuring that your accounts retain a strong growth curve.  We wrap up 
the transformation programme with a return to the start - adding muscle and 
accountability for personal high performance

• Negotiation Techniques – one day workshop: Probably the most important part
of selling is the balance of power in relationships. This can determine closure
rates, profit margin success and on-going account health and status. We help
your team understand the nuances of negotiation, and how everything you do
and say feeds the balance of power in your account set. Lots of practical
application with a four stage model that strongly features your real client case
studies and examples.

• Account Growth – half day workshop: There are two elements to this workshop:
becoming a trusted Business Partner to your customers, and putting a high-
growth account plan in place. Your team will understand how to elevate
conversations to the next level, with the knowledge, attitude, skills and
behaviours to steadily grow new opportunities. Includes a focus on referral
selling to unlock new opportunity in client networks.

• Establishing a High Performance Culture – half day workshop: As we close off
the programme we introduce your team to our High Performing Teams model.
We explore how each of us, contributing in a high performance way, can
create a culture of success. The ownership for future success, and learning is
shifted onto individuals and teams, so that the structures and cadence we set
up throughout the year continues as the culture is embedded. We also include
a recap of key learning points, celebrating success and giving individuals a
graduation certificate to show their progress. An ongoing sustainability
programme is then put into place.
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Natural Sales Transformation: Manager stream explained

Managers receive 4 days of face to face training in the 12 month transformation programme. This is divided into two main areas: content and
coaching. The result will be Managers who are better able to support the transformation into the business, while maintaining the high
performance culture that has been built throughout the programme.

I N T R O D U C T I O N  T O  T H I S  Q U A R T E R ’ S  C O N T E N T

At the start of each quarter in the Natural Sales Transformation we will give 
your Managers a 6 hour deep dive into the selling tools their team will be 
learning over that period.  

This also gives us the chance to receive feedback that will help your trainer to 
customise the learning experience.  As a result trainers will be able to inject 
real customer examples, ideas and inspiration from your Managers.

How do we train your Managers with 3 months of content in only 6 hours?

Typically, each model or technique is explained by the trainer at a high level.  
For example, we will talk about how we arrive at the perfect sales proposal 
for your company, rather than take them through the delegate experience 
of actually building the proposal.  

Throughout the Content Workshop we will also test knowledge to ensure 
Managers have a strong sense of recall with each of the tools and 
techniques.  They will then work out as a group ways for your Managers to 
support it in the business.  

In the above example with sales proposals your Managers will be trained to 
pick up elements of poorly considered writing when reading through 
proposals, or how to highlight client challenges in a prominent way.  

Managers will be held accountable for the learning via commitment 
planning, and will be asked to report on success of embedding the 
techniques at the monthly 1 hour Management WebEx.  They will of course 
be invited to attend as much of the delegate training as they would like, 
and/or we can highlight the key moments to attend so that we can maximise
their time and energy inputs.

C O A C H I N G  F O C U S  F O R  T H I S

A In the final two hours of each quarterly workshop we will have a focus on 
Coaching.

People join companies.  They leave managers.  And your success as a Manager 
has a lot to do with coaching.  In fact Google recently did a large body of 
research on employee engagement, applying its usual data analytics capability 
to a people analytics team, bringing the same level of rigour to people decisions 
that it does with engineering.  What the data showed is that periodic one-to-one 
coaching ranked as the number one key to being a successful leader.

During the transformation programme we help your Managers become excellent 
coaches.  They will learn important facets of coaching such as:

• The difference between a Manager, Leader, Coach and Mentor – and when to
apply which hat

• How to run highly effective 45 minute one-to-one sessions
• How to recognize strengths, and have people play to those
• How to create a culture of high performance
• How to set clear expectations, and give individuals a clear line of sight
• How to give recognition, and show appreciation
• How to recruit, induct and manage people into the team, and how to manage

people out of the team
• How to create a winning team environment
• & lots more

By the end of the programme your Managers will have developed real coaching
muscle, enabling them to have more impact, in the right areas, in less time. This
develops a real cultural legacy for long lasting impact.




